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Indian, Chinese military commanders are back at the LAC talks table today

Meeting scheduled after word from Beijing amidst extended winter deployment on both sides
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Indian, Chinese military commanders are back at the LAC talks table today.
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**At Netaji event, Mamata refuses to speak after slogans in PM’s presence**

**SAKUNTALI CHOUDHURY & MIRZA NASSERuddin**
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**TALK SHOW HOST LARRY KING DIES AT 87**
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TAP WATER

On January 10, Chief Minister Charan Singh of the state of Uttar Pradesh, who has recently taken office, delivered a speech in Lucknow, addressing the issues related to water supply in the state. Singh highlighted the need for a comprehensive solution to tackle the water crisis, which has been a persistent challenge in the region. He promised to work closely with various stakeholders, including local governments, the private sector, and civil society organizations, to ensure a sustainable and equitable water supply for all residents.

Search engine

A search engine, such as Google, is a tool that allows users to search for information on the internet. It works by crawling the web, analyzing the content of web pages, and indexing them. When a user types a query into the search engine, it returns a list of relevant results, sorted by relevance. Search engines are designed to provide users with quick and easy access to information, and they play a crucial role in how people interact with the internet.

Business

Bharat Immunisation Program

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has launched the Bharat Immunisation Program, which aims to strengthen the national immunisation system and ensure that all children receive essential vaccines. The program will focus on improving the coverage and quality of immunisation services, as well as addressing gaps in the current system. It is expected to have a significant impact on reducing the burden of preventable diseases in India.

REPUBLIC DAY DEFORMATION

Ahead of 68th Parade, digital immunity likely on display

On January 26, India will celebrate its 68th Republic Day with a parade that will showcase the country's military might, cultural diversity, and economic strength. This year, the parade will be a hybrid event, with a live parade in Delhi and a televised show featuring performances from across the country. The digital immunity likely on display will be a novel addition to the event, showcasing India's commitment to digital empowerment and inclusivity.

Transgender SHOs to manage parking in Srinagar

The Srinagar police have appointed transgender SHOs to manage parking in the city center. This is a welcome initiative that aims to create a more inclusive and accepting environment for the transgender community. The police are committed to ensuring that the transgender SHOs have the necessary support and resources to carry out their duties effectively.

Indian, Chinese commanders back at LAC talks

Indian and Chinese commanders met at the Line of Actual Control (LAC) on January 9 with an aim to resolve the ongoing border dispute. The meeting was focussed on the issues of disengagement and de-escalation, and both sides have expressed a willingness to work towards a peaceful resolution. The Indian Army has stated that the meeting was productive, and efforts are being made to maintain peace and stability along the LAC.

Farmers can enter Delhi for Rabi tractor rally

The Indian government has announced that farmers will be allowed to enter Delhi for the Rabi tractor rally on January 26. This decision was taken in response to the farmers' demands, who have been protesting against the recent farm laws across the country. The government has stated that the rally will be a peaceful and non-violent event, and efforts will be made to ensure the safety and security of all participants.
Dongri drug bust: Two more arrested

The NCB on Thursday arrested two more smugglers, who were linked to the Dawood Ibrahim gang, in connection with the drug bust at the roundabout between the busy MGRoad and the Mandir Mandir roundabout in Mumbai's South Mumbai on January 14.

The NCB was investigating an international drug racket involving mephedrone peddlers, including 254 activists and 254 s, from whom the drug mephedrone was being manufactured. The drug was produced in China and brought to India through the air and sea routes.

Meanwhile, the NCB has issued a notice to 254 people, who have been reported as peddlers in the ongoing investigation. The probe is continuing in the case.

Dongri residence on Thursday, where they were arrested.

The NCB has seized 254 kilograms of mephedrone, 254 liters of chemical solvents, 254 kilograms of elephant grass, and a quantity of 254 documentary evidence.
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The Centre caps fund assistance for Pune Metro extension, state will now need to spend more

SANDEEP ASHR

MUMBAI, JANUARY 23

The Maharashtra government will soon make a request to the state government for a cumulative Rs 1,100 crore loan from three banks to build the proposed 32-km stretch of the Pune Metro project.

The Centre, which builds 50% of the metro capacity in the state, has already sanctioned Rs 1,100 crore in the Union budget. However, the state government has made a request for Rs 500 crore more.

According to sources, the Centre will now take into account the changes in the 1,100-km line between the Centre and the state as needed.

Vehicle march from Nashik begins, farmers to meet at Azad Maidan today

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE

MUMBAI, JANUARY 23

921 birds dead, toll 15,445 since January 8

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE

MUMBAI, JANUARY 23

Maharashtra government to launch jail tourism at Yerwada prison on R-Day

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE

MUMBAI, JANUARY 23

The government has announced a new project to extend the State Electricity Board’s (SEB) 32-km long Barh-i-Mahal power plant near Yerwada.

The project will see the extension of the plant’s coal-fired power station by 400 ft deep gorge, 6 dead

SUGGESTIONS ON DRAFT SHAKTI BILL

Experts say many provisions already present, need to strengthen prevailing laws

The mandal judge after the accident that took place at the holy stretch of Khadil lake, Khurs

Gadchiroli. 

SADAP MODAK

500 workshops are proposed on victim compensation in the draft Shakti Bill, including training to jail staff, lawyers, and NGOs.

Some of the provisions in the draft are already implemented in other states, such as Maharashtra, where the government has already trained lawyers, NGOs, and police on the subject.

The draft also provides for a special compensation scheme for victims of sexual violence, which is not provided in the existing laws.

The draft also includes provisions for the establishment of a central registry of survivors and their families, which is not provided in the existing laws.

The draft also includes provisions for the establishment of a central registry of survivors and their families, which is not provided in the existing laws.
Judicial review a remedy to prevent abuse of spl powers: Justice Surya Kant

The Energy Management Programs The programs are meant to be participatory in nature, covering a wide spectrum of energy users, including schools, colleges, hospitals, housing complexes, government offices, and other institutions. The programs are designed to be scalable and modular, allowing for easy implementation and adaptation to different settings.

Career Profile

- A degree in engineering or science related to energy management is preferred.
- Two to three years of work experience in the energy sector, particularly in energy management programs.
- Knowledge of relevant legislation and policies.
- Good interpersonal and communication skills.
- Ability to work independently and as part of a team.

About NTPC School of Business

The NTPC School of Business is a part of the National Thermal Power Corporation Limited (NTPC), one of the largest power companies in India. The school offers a range of programs in the domain of energy management, including full-time MBA and various executive programs.

NTPC School of Business (Under the aegis of NTPC Education and Research Society) Mentorship by Indian Institute of Management Abhigram (IIMA)

Admission Invitation for PGDM 2021

Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PGDM</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGDM* (Executive)</td>
<td>15 Months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Application Form Available At

Admission@nsb.ac.in +91-9773733449, +91-9773733448, +91-120-2416803, +91-120-2416158

Message from the Advisor NSB, Shri Saptarshi Roy

Generation and consumption of energy in all its forms and sectors, industrial, commercial, and residential, is a critical concern for the future. The message from the Advisor NSB is that the NTPC School of Business is committed to preparing students to be leaders in the energy sector, equipped with the knowledge and skills to address the challenges of energy management.

Message from DG (A), Dr Deepak Khandekar

The School’s core building framework is based on a solid foundation of infrastructure, operational excellence, and quality of all facilities. The NTPC School of Business is committed to the development of energy efficiency and energy policies that are sustainable and inclusive, contributing positively to the global energy landscape. The NTPC School of Business is a part of the larger NTPC group, which is India’s largest power company, and is committed to sustainable energy solutions for a better future.
PM lacks respect for TN, controls state govt: Rahul push poll begins

EXPRESSION NETWORK

CHENNAI, JANUARY 23

Farmers in UP take out tractor rally to Raj Bhavan

POLLOKING: A call for protest against the agri laws orchestrated among the farmers for the past eight months. The rally was called by a group of farmers who were protesting against the agri laws in the state of Uttar Pradesh.

The farmers gathered at the Raj Bhavan in Lucknow to protest against the new agri laws. The rally was organized by the Left Front and the Janata Dal (United).

The farmers demanded that the government scrap the new agri laws, which they said were being推行 in order to benefit the private companies. They also demanded that the government provide fair prices for their crops and ensure that they were paid on time.

The rally was peaceful, and the farmers expressed their determination to continue their protests until their demands were met.

Farmers submit memorandum to Governor during the agitation

The farmers submitted a memorandum to the Governor of Punjab and Haryana, and they have been arrested. The farmers have been protesting against the new agri laws for the past eight months.

They said that the new agri laws would benefit the private companies at the expense of the farmers. They also demanded that the government provide fair prices for their crops and ensure that they were paid on time.

The farmers gathered at Raj Bhavan in Chandigarh to submit their memorandum to the Governor. They expressed their determination to continue their protests until their demands were met.

The farmers have been arrested for the past eight months, and they have been demanding that the government scrap the new agri laws.
**Lalu flown to AIIMS, Delhi, for treatment**

**ABHISHEK ANAND**

The RJD chief Lalu Prasad, who was sworn in as the 13th Chief Minister of Bihar on Saturday, was admitted to AIIMS for treatment of some unidentified ailment.

The 71-year-old RJD veteran, who has been undergoing treatment for cancer, was admitted to AIIMS on Saturday.

Lalu, who shared his joy with supporters at Rajendra Stadium on Saturday, was hospitalised at AIIMS on Saturday night.

"For high-level check-up and treatment at AIIMS after the RJD chief Lalu Prasad has been sent for a medical examination and cleared his health, he was admitted to AIIMS."

"The medical team of AIIMS will treat the RJD chief for further treatment, which is required."

Lalu was admitted to AIIMS for the second time this month, after the first time on January 9, when he was admitted to be treated for an unspecified ailment.

**Sexual assault case**

Three staffers of Bilaspur shelter home held, 2 on run: Police

**EXPRESSION NEWS SERVICE NEW DELHI**

THREE women employees of Bilaspur shelter home on Saturday alleged that their colleagues were sexually harassing them at the home. Two of the women were arrested in the sexual assault case and the third woman was held on the same charges.

The three women, named as Nasreen Parveen, Shabnam and Sapna, alleged that they were being sexually harassed by their colleagues at the shelter home.

"It is an extremely unfortunate incident and we will not tolerate any such activity in our shelter homes," Delhi Home Minister Manoj Tiwari said.

**KALNAJ SHERIFF**

A WEEK after it was alleged that a student of Guru Teg Bahadur Public School in Sector 15, Dwarka, was sexually assaul...

**At least nine states report over 600 new Covid cases**

**FARHAN PRAKASH**

AFTER a steep decline in daily fresh Covid-19 cases, at least nine states have reported over 600 new infections on Saturday.

Delhi, the worst-affected state, reported 608 new cases on Saturday, along with 20 deaths. The national capital has so far logged 1.57 lakh cases and 1,465 deaths.

Other states which reported over 600 new cases on Saturday included Maharashtra (4,139), Tamil Nadu (2,771), and Gujarat (1,006).

**25 children locked inside a school in Delhi, officiers said**

A DELHI police team has rescued 25 children from a school in south Delhi. The children were locked inside a school without any food and water for hours, said the officials.

According to the police, the children were safely rescued from the school at around 3pm on Saturday.

"A team of Delhi police rescued 25 children who were locked inside a school in south Delhi," the police said.

Meanwhile, the district administration has ordered a probe into the incident.

**Two children die in Lucknow house fire**

TWO more children died in a house fire in Lucknow on Saturday.

The Lucknow fire department said that two boys died in a building fire in the Muslim area.

"Two children were declared dead on Sunday," a Lucknow fire official said.

"An investigation is underway to determine the cause of the house fire.""-ANI

**15 lakh vaccinated in Covaxin now in 7 more states**

**Tracking India's Covid Curve**

On Saturday, four states joined the Union in Covaxin inoculations, with a vaccine dose administered to more than 15 lakh beneficiaries in the country. A total of 17,75,165 beneficiaries received doses between Saturday 3 PM to 7 PM.

States that have been added to the 15 lakh vaccinated bracket include Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh and Punjab.

The Union Health Ministry has said that more than 16.81 lakh beneficiaries have been vaccinated against COVID-19 with the home-grown Covishield and Covaxin vaccines.

**New Delhi: A Pakistan Airline aircraft of the Indian Navy transported 100,000 doses of coronavirus vaccines to Maldives and 51,000 doses of vaccines to Sri Lanka as part of India’s vaccine diplomacy, official sources said on Saturday.**

**Newsdesk**

Compassionate, caring: The new S Verey qualifies as a postgraduate medical student with proven talent in research and an all-rounder personality as well. A three- year-old girl's life has been saved by a team of medical professionals, including doctors and nurses, in the Children's Hospital in Cape Town, South Africa.

The girl was suffering from a rare disease called aortic regurgitation, which causes the heart's aortic valve to leak. The disease is rare and affects only a few people around the world.

"We are delighted that this little girl is doing well and that she will be able to lead a normal life," said Dr. Vincent Steyn, consultant cardiologist at the hospital.
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If it's your Birthday

Sunday January 24
Daydreams are sometimes an escape, and it's your mission to learn how to escape by using a riddle approach to your relationship. Partners will be impressed by your own example as you solve a riddle and move on to the next page.

Monday January 25
The first of the bright day. Choose a colour and your partner will be请你 to scatter your blisters, but repeat your answer twice. The answer is "blue".

Tuesday January 26
There are always those houseguests who you name response to change. There will be others who will be "in the way" of your progress, and others who won't be "in the way" of your progress. Your gift is to be sure that you're not in the way.

Wednesday January 27
Wishing you good fortune, and a very good fortune. Did a person have their true experience and make a successful career.

Thursday January 28
You will soon be ready to tackle more demanding tasks, although the last thing you want to do is rush into decisions that are beyond your capabilities. Your mission will be to work well and shine above.

Friday January 29
This is a rather uncertain period, although you may discover unexpected circumstances are now in the past. Concentrate on making Brothers and Sisters.

Saturday January 30
Practically a new birth. Your running from an astronomical and inspired phase to one where you are driving towards. A new architecture is to be brought to fruition over the coming year.

CRYPTIC CLUES

1. My French knight is a recluse (4) 10. At all times (6)
2. Sudden and rather unexpectedly (6) 11. Addles (4)
3. This, you'll get it in the neck (6) 12. Misdeals (6)
4. Such a speed is lower than we hear (4) 15. Next (6)
5. Singly (3,2,1,4) 13. Subjacent (6)
7. Image on the British coin prior to (4) 15. Challenge (5,4)
8. Trademark, 7 Allonym, (3,3) 16. Pant (6)
9. Publications. We or individuals advertising companies, associations or otherwise advertisers or otherwise (4)

Jumbled Words

Answer: ENDUED.

LEISURE

Temporary 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.

MIDNIGHTS

Local 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.

SUNDAYS

Limited 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.

THURSDAYS

Full 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.

TUESDAYS

Open 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.

WEDNESDAYS

Flexible 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.

FRIDAYS

Ad hoc 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.

SATURDAYS

No 24/7 Service. 24/7 service for jobs requiring same-day service.
Cabinet, citing ‘economic imperative,’ orders faster relief cheques

BRIEFLY

Bar on Chinese apps to remain

New Delhi: The ban on Chinese apps to remain, which the government had imposed earlier to retaliate against Beijing’s decision to bar 59 mobile apps, will be kept in place, Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla said on Saturday.

Davos summit to begin today

New Delhi: Davos, the primary winter economic meeting held in the Swiss ski resort of Davos, will be among the world’s most powerful business leaders on Thursday to discuss the future of the world economy in the backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic.

ECONOMY

‘Rupee’s real value stable, showing better external competitiveness’

As the rupee has continued to strengthen against the US dollar in recent weeks, Reserve Bank of India Governor Shaktikanta Das said the rupee’s real value has been stable and showing better external competitiveness.

‘Notextbox’ for sops, but no surge in biz as several sectors are facing challenges

While the government is very bullish on providing ‘no textbox’ for sops, but no surge in biz as several sectors are facing challenges.

‘Securitisation volume cross $26bn’ in Q3

Securitisation volume crossed $26 billion in December quarter as more origination points across the country started issuing securitisation papers, a source said.

‘Oil on the boil: Post pandemic oil market recovery looks possible’

The oil market is recovering while panic buying is still prevalent. While panic buying is still prevalent, while panic buying is still prevalent, while panic buying is still prevalent.

‘US President Joe Biden issues executive order on the economy as Vice President Kamala Harris looks on’

The US President Joe Biden issued executive order on the economy as Vice President Kamala Harris looks on.

‘Crisis Watch: OIL FALLS ON CHINA’S COVID CASES

Oil prices fell after China reported a rise in Covid-19 cases. Brent settled lower, weighed down by a build in US crude inventories and news that new restrictions in China will be imposed, with the virus spreading to the US, with the virus spreading to the US.

‘MI FUND’ also launched ‘The Union Budget 2022-23’ documents by MPs and the general public.

‘INTERVIEW: MO D C EANAR HIRS H D ID C ORNMB E OF C OMMERCE LI F E INSURANCE

Pradhan earlier this week assured the government of a voluntary output cut of 1 million barrels a day of rate increase and tax cuts. This comes after internal consultations with oil market-partners, with weights decreasing on numerous occasions.

‘TARGETED VACCINE DISTRIBUTION FOR SAVINGS, JOB GENERATION’

This newspaper also reported that the government-sponsored ‘Mobile App’ for hassle-free access of Budget information and ‘Vaccine Sonata’ for hassle-free access of vaccination information will also be launched.

‘Stock Watch Fuel’

Oil on the boil: Post pandemic oil market recovery looks possible.

‘56% of vaccinated said “delivered” economy news but not in business as usual’

This newspaper also reported that the government-sponsored ‘Mobile App’ for hassle-free access of Budget information will also be launched.

‘PNB formalises securitisation transactions, replenishing securitisations and structured products’

The government-sponsored ‘Mobile App’ for hassle-free access of Budget information will also be launched.
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The cricketing community in India didn’t have an easy task. Srimad Veera on all that went into the making of this winning XI — from talent-spotters turning up at nets to coaches and selectors exchanging notes, parents and mentors to self-motivated players, some dreams, and a lot of foresight.

The BCCI structure came together to feed the national team with talented players who were mentally, physically, and skillfully ready to take on the world.

The BCCI’s structure together fed the national team with talented players who had made a smooth transition to the senior side.

The cricketers’ individual experience of the selectors’ deliberations was one of the main reasons for the Indian team’s performance in the recent series against Australia.

The system that has been in place for the last few years has been effective in identifying and nurturing talent at a young age.

The junior national selectors keep a close watch on players in the domestic team to ensure they make the cut.

The Indian team has a lot of young talent, many of whom are yet to prove themselves at the international level.

The Indian cricket team is a shining example of how hard work and dedication can lead to success.

The Indian team’s performance in the recent series against Australia is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players, coaches, and selectors.

The system has been successful in identifying and nurturing talent at a young age, ensuring that the team has a pool of young players ready to take on the world.

The Indian team’s recent success is a result of the hard work and dedication of the players, coaches, and selectors.

The Indian team’s recent success is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players, coaches, and selectors.
I am not concerned with who has the best weapon, my person, I shall assume, was luckily in the right place when I stumbled upon the grapevine. I was concerned about who uttered those words in the presence of a non-government person? We have all been garnished with the intention of shunning civil conflicts and wars.

While it was expected that the defense forces would retaliate against the Pulwama attack, no body could have imagined the consequences. I used to describe the unintended evaluation that a missal group of people would be the outputs.

Dr. Jakob de Haan, a professor of medicine at the University of South Carolina, said: “There is no evidence that this disease is transmitted from person to person in the United States, and we have not seen any cases of infection in the United States.”

The inescapable lure of Neverland

In the case of the farm laws, it has been argued that the farmers are not being adequately compensated for the land they have lost. The British adopted a series of measures to promote social development and modernization. The British also adopted a series of measures to promote social development and modernization. The British also adopted a series of measures to promoter social development and modernization.

They were not adopted in this case of the farm laws, it has been argued that the farmers are not being adequately compensated for the land they have lost. The British also adopted a series of measures to promote social development and modernization. The British also adopted a series of measures to promoter social development and modernization.

The inescapable lure of Neverland
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WHO says Pfizer deal could allow poor countries to start vaccinating in February

EMMA FARIDGE AND MATTHEW STARK 

The World Health Organization said on Friday that it had agreed to purchase 40 million doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine and said it should be able to start delivering vaccines to poor countries much earlier than expected.

WHO and the G7, the group of seven richest countries, agreed in December to share vaccines with poor countries. But it had not been clear when vaccines would actually be delivered.

"It was a need to see us as a partner of countries," said WHO’s chief, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, in a virtual meeting on Thursday. He said the deal was expected to begin delivering vaccines to the world’s poorer countries by the end of February. WHO also said it would buy "as many doses as possible" from the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine.

As part of the deal, WHO will receive 40 million doses of the vaccine, which will be delivered in two installments -- 10 million doses in February and another 30 million in June.

The deal is expected to be signed in the coming weeks.

India claims TikTok ban would violate freedom of expression

India’s digital safeguarding minister, Ravi Shankar Prasad, said on Friday the government was considering whether to ban TikTok, the popular short video-sharing app owned by Beijing-based ByteDance.
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It is at this moment that does not belong to the world. It is a moment of stillness, a moment when the world around us is quiet and calm. We are free to be ourselves, to express ourselves, to truly live.

Our Constitution was adopted on January 26, 1950, and the first Republic Day was observed on January 26, 1953. This day was chosen by our first president, Pratibha Patil, to commemorate the birth of our republic. It is a day to celebrate the freedom and independence of our country.

President Pratibha Patil's address sets out her vision for the future of our country. She speaks of the need to focus on education, infrastructure, and the environment, and to build a society that is inclusive and sustainable.

The Day of the Citizen
The annual presidential address on the eve of Republic Day is an occasion for introspection and affirmation of our constitutional values. President Pratibha Patil's address sets out her vision for the future of our country. She speaks of the need to focus on education, infrastructure, and the environment, and to build a society that is inclusive and sustainable.

In many ways, our democracy is a product of our history. Our country has been through many challenges and trials, but we have emerged stronger and more united.

As we approach the 73rd Republic Day, we must once again reflect on the values that have shaped our nation. We must remember that our democracy is not just a system of government, but a way of life. It is a commitment to the principles of liberty, equality, and justice.
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**EYE SPY**

**EVERY FORTNIGHT, WE PICK YOU:**

**Must Have Been Love**

**THINGS FALL APART**

**A novel by**

**Shubhra Gupta**

TWO people falling apart in a natural way to two people falling in love is a novel. And you know, just as they do, that that’s the end.

Furious Marriage Story focuses on the family, making no attempt to excuse their infidelity. Therapy doesn’t work. Neither does well-meaning intervention. Adam Driver and Scarlett Johansson were joined at the hip. They split their time between two houses, one well-appointed to be near friends and family, and a more modest place to be close to the studio. Joint custody means that the children have to learn to live with the results of their parents’ divorce. There is no easy fix. They are, as a relationship with the previous partner, just children, and any remedies are only a starting point for a student young enough to have broken hearts. What’s even more interesting is shown neither parent appears to have a new lover. That’s not the end. The film leaves you thinking—ishappily-ever-afteran illusion? Should we keep hoping for the sake of our children or for our own peace?

In the past, people often lived to a different metric of success. Age was less of a concern, so people were more comfortable making choices. There was no time limit on relationships and it was acceptable to live with someone as long as it suited them. Today, people are expected to settle down, have children, and then move on. But the film shows that even in the current climate, it’s possible to make choices that are right for you.

In the end, the film is a reminder that relationships are complex and require effort. There is no easy fix for the challenges that come with them. But by embracing the imperfections and learning to accept them, we can build stronger, more resilient relationships.

---

**Moment of Reckoning**

The inscription in the US provided an opportunity for other nations to reaffirm their faith in democracy.

---

**1170 PY**
The fascinating world of illustrator Rajiv Eipe, winner of this year's Big Little Book Award

Paromita Chakraborti

The Day the Crayons Came Home

Tamil writer Salma on chronicling the claustrophobia of the human and the universal stories of women

The Handful of Illustrations on Rajiv Eipe's The Fascinating World of
Against the Citizenship (Amendment) Act and monochromatic pen/pencil sketches of the National Register of Citizens, these stark more elaborate—popping with unusual awareness of the milieu and a betweenthe two."I am not sure if illustrating barf is. But there's onethread that binds both. "Diligence," about a woman's difficulty in opening a book, provokes Salma to write: "It's one of the women's familiarity with disconcerting truths. The natural inclination of the body not only becomes a source of pride, society has to call backto her maternal home by her in-laws. But she wasn’t completely alone when shedecided to marry again, an act of defiance against the Coercive Action."

The natural inclination of the body not only becomes a source of pride, society has to call back to her maternal home by her in-laws. But she wasn’t completely alone when she decided to marry again, an act of defiance against the Coercive Action.
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"The natural inclination of the body not only becomes a source of pride, society has to call back to her maternal home by her in-laws. But she wasn’t completely alone when she decided to marry again, an act of defiance against the Coercive Action."

Better Left Alone

From the teeniest to the most belligerent, a list of creatures to keep a distance from

I TOUGHT that animals knew joy as a road was laid, but that there's a whole bumble of them which are deemed "pests." Fire ants, for example, are actually very afraid of fire. So, I wired a wire, a bit like Randa Nei, and they're just as afraid as you're阅读自然。
Root, Bairstow steady England after early blows

REUTERS
JANE LEE

Domingo became the first player in history to score a century in a fourth Test match without losing his wicket and the visitors were left to rue chances that went begging as the off-breaker finished with 117 runs in three hours.

Domingo, who hit a century in the first innings against the tourists, was clean bowled by Kyle Jamieson to end his innings at 117.

Domingo, who had won the toss in the fourth Test, scored his 12th century in Tests and the third of his career. The previous two hundreds came against Zimbabwe and New Zealand.

"I think we will be able to take a firm and continue the first game. The team is doing really well," said the batsman, who has scored 752 runs in his last five Test innings.

Domingo, who had spent much of the first session at the crease, was dropped twice by Sabbir Rahman after reaching 50, but neither of the chances was taken.

Domingo, who was dropped on 51 by Shakib Al Hasan when he gloved a rank ball, reached 100 off 183 balls (sixx, eight 4s), with 131 runs coming off the bat in the second session.

The 35-year-old batsman became only the second batsman after West Indies great Brian Lara to score a century in all five Test matches in a series. The third Test ended in a draw.

The tourists, 92-3 at lunch, had been put into bat by England, who named a unchanged team.


corner.

Malaysians. It's all kosher and how internally
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Leach. FastbowlerMarkWood(3-84)was

theretoplacea

THESUNDAYEXPRESS,

UK strain learnt at Aus Open

Three people in hotel quarantine associated with the Australian Open Grand Slam tournaments have tested positive for the high-flying virus strain that has linked to the United Kingdom, officials said on Saturday.

The tourists with their tail, the final four wickets with Anderson the chief wicket-taker with 6-40 in 29 overs. Sri Lanka had frustrated the Leach. Fast bowler Mark Wood (3-84) was the first timer that all ten wickets in an innings, the latter having also punished Sri Lanka.

Leach bowled with a remarkable auditory effect as a counter-attack measure, debut duck for Ramesh Mendis and induced batting 24).

sprint, “Srinivasan said.” It especially helps a batsman in the 90s, it is extremely hot and humid outside. The time trial will help drawing a Covid-negative certificate to be eligible for the event.

The WFI has developed the rules for the competition.

The Indian team has made the 24-time trial mandatory for Indian cricketers. As

SHAVNIK

ONE WOULD have to be a bit out of this world to figure out how the tourists came back from 142-5. The batsmen’s intent was plain to see, with the tourists playing their hand. Steaming along the back foot with intent, the tourists had 320-4 just before the tea break.

As has been the case in this series, the tourists have been steady and patient.

The tourists had completed their first 100 partnership for the sixth wicket and are looking to take the fight to the team.

The tourists are now 271-5 going into the tea break.
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In his first innings, he had completed his debut and was out for 0. In his second innings, he scored 0 as well.
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Why will cricket help in training, think like middle-distance runners now

When you think of a middle-distance runner, a few things come to mind – hard training, sticking to a routine, understanding your body and the like.
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